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The most luxurious book to-date devoted to the legendary Batman and X-Men comicbook and Tarzan
book-cover artist, Neal Adams. From his Ben Casey newspaper strips to Creepy magazine work to
groundbreaking comic books, Adams' work serves as an inspiration for every illustrator who works
in the field to this day. His topflight 60s and `70s Marvel and DC work are perennial sellers in
infinite repackaging. Coinciding with the launch of his Continuity Studio, Adams expanded into
cutting-edge advertising work, amusement park ride design, magazine illustration, animation, and
paperback book covers. Included in this collection are classic and rare works spanning the artist's
noted career and a unique selection of Neal's seldom-seen paintings. Fully annotated by the artist.

Reviews of the ART OF NEAL ADAMS HC by Neal Adams
Gogul
Neil Adams is one of the best and most talented art in comics of all time. He brought a realism to
comics that was

just not there till he start in the industry. The action and power of his work is amazing. Just wish it
would have had more examples of his work
Renthadral
The superb craft of Neal Adams is paramount between comic and illustration artists. His exceptional
drawing style, defined by a very fine delimitation of volumes and sharp lines, so neat and tidy and
beautiful... that give a very special feeling to every comic page or full illustration. The commentaries
are made by Neal himself. That's an extra incentive to buy it! Due to the large amount of artwork
produced by Neal I will expect a series of books collecting more artwork. This one is only a zero
volume of that series.
It is a book that every comic and art lover must have!
I did not keep it because of packaging defects. Twice the book arrived with a smashed corners and
intolerable scratches. I'm looking forward to get a nice copy!
Yozshubei
I've purchased more than a half dozen of Adams collections over the years and none have hit the
sweet spot. Looking for a good balance between image archive and scholarship. Still waiting for
something as unique and entertaining as Adams, himself.
Makaitist
Fast Shipping!!!! Great Product!!!
fire dancer
love it
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